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Leading scholars examine China’s global strategic plans, from Hong Kong to military power, to
economic dominance Over the past few decades, China has increasingly challenged the global
influence of the United States. In China’s Grand Strategy, David B. H. Denoon brings together
a group of eminent scholars to explain China’s rapid ascendance on the world stage, as well
as its future implications for global politics. Contributors address the military, economic,
diplomatic, and internal political factors shaping China’s strategy, in addition to highlighting
Beijing’s objectives in different parts of the world, such as Central Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East. Ultimately, they explore the promise and perils of China’s rapidly changing political
ambitions, showing how the country has made its mark on the twenty-first century. China’s
Grand Strategy provides insight into China’s quest to become a global leader, particularly at a
time when the future of both China and the US remain uncertain in the context of current crises
like the coronavirus pandemic, the ongoing protests in Hong Kong, and escalating tension
between top leaders and officials. This book cannot predict the future for China or the US, but
the insights offered can help make sense of where we have been and where we are going.
"The book presents a comprehensive introduction of the concepts and practices of eentrepreneurship and e-innovation"--Provided by publisher.
What is the best way to analyze spontaneous spoken language? In their search for the basic
units of spoken language the authors of this volume opt for a corpus-driven approach. They
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share a strong conviction that prosodic structure is essential for the study of spoken discourse
and each bring their own theoretical and practical experience to the table. In the first part of the
book they segment spoken material from a range of different languages (Russian, Hebrew,
Central Pomo (an indigenous language from California), French, Japanese, Italian, and
Brazilian Portuguese). In the second part of the book each author analyzes the same two
spoken English samples, but looking at them from different perspectives, using different
methods of analysis as reflected in their respective analyses in Part I. This approach allows for
common tendencies of segmentation to emerge, both prosodic and segmental.
A Roadmap to Global Power?
Violent Myths of the U.S.-Mexico Frontier
Alfred's Wars
Moody's Bank and Finance Manual
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office
Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes

A series of in-depth examinations of the motion picture many consider to be
Hollywood's finest western film.
No description available.
An introduction to Microsoft's financial software describes Money 2004's
various features, including the Credit Center, and how to track income and
expenses, develop a personal budget, manage account activity, and
customize a report.
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An Integrative Perspective
Aerotropolis
First International Symposium, CIS 2004, Shanghai, China, December 16-18,
2004, Proceedings
The Searchers
Lodging
Bond Guide
Ford Pickup TrucksMotorBooks InternationalIntonation Units
RevisitedCesuras in talk-in-interactionJohn Benjamins Publishing
Company
Drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experience and a background
of more than 1,000 magazine articles on the subject, engine
control expert Jeff Hartman explains everything from the basics
of engine management to the building of complicated project
cars. Hartman has substantially updated the material from his
1993 MBI book Fuel Injection (0-879387-43-2) to address the
incredible developments in automotive fuel injection technology
from the past decade, including the multitude of import cars
that are the subject of so much hot rodding today. Hartman's
text is extremely detailed and logically arranged to help
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readers better understand this complex topic.
The volume represents a state-of-the-art snapshot of the
research on prosody for phoneticians, linguists and speech
technologists. It covers well-known models and languages. How
are prosodies linked to speech sounds? What are the relations
between prosody and grammar? What does speech perception tell us
about prosody, particularly about the constituting elements of
intonation and rhythm? The papers of the volume address
questions like these with a special focus on how the notion of
context-based coding, the knowledge of prosodic functions and
the communicative embedding of prosodic elements can advance our
understanding of prosody.
2004 Movie & Video Guide
Entrepreneurship and Innovations in E-Business: An Integrative
Perspective
The Way We'll Live Next
Hearing Before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, United States Senate, One Hundred Eighth
Congress, Second Session, November 18, 2004
Contemporary Catholic Health Care Ethics, Second Edition
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Water Policy in Canada
Drawing on evidence from urban resilience initiatives around the globe, the authors make a
compelling argument for a "resilience reset", a pause and stocktake that critically examines the
concepts, practices and challenges of building resilience, particularly in cities of the Global
South. In turn, the book calls for the world’s cities to alter their course and "pivot" towards
novel approaches to enhancing resilience. The book presents shifts in ways of acquiring and
analysing data, building community resilience, approaching urban planning, engaging with
informality, delivering financing, and building the skills of those running cities in a post-COVID
world grappling with climate impacts. In Resilience Reset, the authors encourage researchers,
policymakers, and practitioners to break out of existing modes of thinking and doing that may
no longer be relevant for our rapidly urbanising and dynamic world. The book draws on the
latest academic and practice-based evidence to provide actionable insights for cities that will
enable them to deal with multiple interacting shocks and stresses. The book will be an
indispensable resource to those studying urbanisation, development, climate change and risk
management as well as for those designing and deploying operational initiatives to enhance
urban resilience in businesses, international organisations, civil society organisations and
governments. It is a must-read for anyone interested in managing the risks of climate impacts in
urban centres in the Global South.
The 2004 International Symposium on Computational and Information Sciences (CIS 2004)
aimed at bringing researchers in the area of computational and - formation sciences together to
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exchange new ideas and to explore new ground. The goal of the conference was to push the
application of modern computing technologies to science, engineering, and information
technologies to a new level of sophistication and understanding.
Theinitialideatoorganizesuchaconferencewithafocusoncomputationand
applicationswasoriginatedbyDr.JunZhang,duringhisvisittoChinainAugust 2003, in consultation
with a few friends, including Dr. Jing Liu at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Dr. Jun-Hai
Yong at Tsinghua University, Dr. Geng Yang at Nanjing University of Posts and
Communications, and a few others. After severaldiscussionswithDr.JiHuanHe,itwasdecidedthatDonghuaUniversity would host CIS 2004. CIS 2004 attempted to
distinguish itself from other conferences in its - phasis on participation rather than publication. A
submitted paper was only reviewed with the explicit understanding that, if accepted, at least one
of the authors would attend and present the paper at the conference. It is our - lief that attending
conferences is an important part of one’s academic career, through which academic networks
can be built that may bene?t one’s academic life in the long run. We also made every e?ort to
support graduate students in attending CIS 2004. In addition to set reduced registration fees for
full-time graduate students, we awarded up to three prizes for to the Best Student Papers at CIS
2004. Students whose papers were selected for awards were given cash prizes, plus a waiver of
registration fees.
This book presents a critical cultural study of the Trans New Wave as a cinematic genre and
explores its emergence in the twenty-first century. Drawing on a diverse range of texts, the
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cultural, social, aesthetic and ethical implications of the genre are placed within the context of
rapidly changing understandings of gender diversity. From the cinematic borderlands of
independent film festivals to wider public recognition via digital technologies, the genre
encompasses a diverse range of texts from short films, documentaries, experimental films, to
feature films and narratives that range across life histories, narratives and themes. The book
presents transliteracy as an original theoretical approach to reading film representations of the
Trans New Wave, and combines it with a new theoretical concept of cinematic ethnogenesis to
investigate how the genre emerged from specific communities and the reciprocal interaction of
audiences and texts. This interdisciplinary volume engages with contemporary issues of gender
diversity, transgender studies, screen and media studies and film festival studies, and as such
will be of great interest to scholars working in these fields and in media and cultural studies
more generally.
In Search of Basic Units of Spoken Language
Contemporary American Cinema
Analysing Digital Interaction
The Role of Context, Function and Communication
Intonation Units Revisited
Cephalopods Present and Past: New Insights and Fresh Perspectives
This thesis aims to advance the idea that prosody is fundamentally about creating
cohesion, that is, signaling the "relations of meaning that exist within the text" (Halliday
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& Hasan 1976:4). Building on research on the cohesive function of prosody by
Wichmann (2000) and Wennerstrom (2001), I show how each of the features generally
referred to as prosodic are used by speakers to lend cohesion to their discourse by
signaling the transitions from one unit of discourse to the next, the relations that hold
between those units, and their relative prominence. To accomplish this, I look at six
prosodic cues in Ekegusii, a Great Lakes Bantu language of southwestern Kenya with
lexical and grammatical tone (Cammenga 2002; Nash 2011). Those cues are pause,
vowel elision, prosodic accent, pitch reset, isotony (intonational parallelism), and
intonational contour. For each feature, I exemplify the ways in which it demarcates
conceptually cohesive units of discourse, and/or signals the relations between one unit
of speech and another. I show that when these prosodic cues appear, they create
cohesive ties between one segment of discourse and another by signaling where one
discourse topic ends and another begins, and indicating how -- and how closely -- the
new discourse topic relates to the old (Couper-Kuhlen 2004; Swerts & Geluykens 1994).
Together with morphosyntactic devices for cohesion, such as anaphoric pronouns and
reference, the cohesive ties created by prosody are what give coherence to the text,
thus distinguishing it from a random assortment of unrelated utterances (Halliday &
Hasan 1976). I conclude by discussing how an understanding of prosody as a means for
signaling discourse cohesion complements more interactional approaches to prosody
(Barth-Weingarten 2013; Barth-Weingarten & Reber 2010; Couper-Kuhlen & Ford 2004),
and provides a language-independent means of examining prosody crosslinguistically,
thus laying a foundation for future typological studies.
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Carroll Shelby, legendary driving ace, race team owner, and designer of Shelby Cobra,
Daytona, and Mustang GT350 classics is revered by automotive enthusiasts, yet little
has been written about the last quarter century of Carroll Shelby’s life. During that time
Chris Theodore, VP at Chrysler and Ford, developed a close personal friendship with
Carroll. The Last Shelby Cobra chronicles the development of the many vehicles they
worked on together (Viper, Ford GT, Shelby Cobra Concept, Shelby GR1, Shelby GT500
and others). It is an insider’s story about how Shelby came back to the Ford family, and
the intrigue behind the five-year journey to get a Shelby badge on a Ford Production
Vehicle. The author provides fresh insight and new stories into Shelby’s larger-than-life
personality, energy, interests and the many unpublished projects Carroll was involved
with, up to his passing. Finally, the book describes their unfinished project, the Super
Snake II Cobra, and the serendipitous circumstances that allowed to the author to
acquire ‘Daisy,’ the last Shelby Cobra. To his many fans, Carroll Shelby was truly ‘the
most interesting man in the world.’
This book investigates interaction-focused scholarship on online communication. It
focuses on a broad range of online contexts including social media, dating apps, online
comments, instant messaging and video-mediated interaction. Bringing together
experts from a variety of scholarly backgrounds, chapters demonstrate how different
microanalytic methods, including conversation analysis, membership categorization
analysis and discursive psychology, can be applied to online communication. The book
also goes on to address ethical, methodological and theoretical issues of analysing
online social interaction. With the explosion of the use of online platforms for everyday
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and institutional interaction, this book is a timely collection which explores the current
state of the field, and considers future directions for microanalysis of online
communication.
Understanding Prosody
China's Grand Strategy
Popular Mechanics
My times with Carroll Shelby
Sources and Interpretations of Anglo-Saxon Warfare in the Viking Age
Maximize Business Profits Through E-Partnerships
Against a backdrop of unprecedented levels of urbanization, 21st century cities across the globe
share concerns for the challenges they face. This Companion provides a framework for
understanding the city as a critical building block for a more sustain
This brilliant and eye-opening look at the new phenomenon called the aerotropolis gives us a
glimpse of the way we will live in the near future—and the way we will do business too. Not so long
ago, airports were built near cities, and roads connected the one to the other. This pattern—the city
in the center, the airport on the periphery— shaped life in the twentieth century, from the central
city to exurban sprawl. Today, the ubiquity of jet travel, round-the-clock workdays, overnight
shipping, and global business networks has turned the pattern inside out. Soon the airport will be
at the center and the city will be built around it, the better to keep workers, suppliers, executives,
and goods in touch with the global market. This is the aerotropolis: a combination of giant airport,
planned city, shipping facility, and business hub. The aerotropolis approach to urban living is now
reshaping life in Seoul and Amsterdam, in China and India, in Dallas and Washington, D.C. The
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aerotropolis is the frontier of the next phase of globalization, whether we like it or not. John D.
Kasarda defined the term "aerotropolis," and he is now sought after worldwide as an adviser.
Working with Kasarda's ideas and research, the gifted journalist Greg Lindsay gives us a vivid, at
times disquieting look at these instant cities in the making, the challenges they present to our
environment and our usual ways of life, and the opportunities they offer to those who can exploit
them creatively. Aerotropolis is news from the near future—news we urgently need if we are to
understand the changing world and our place in it.
"This book gives a comprehensive introduction of the concepts and practices of e-partnering and
discusses the application of e-partnership in e-commerce, e-business, the supply chain and esupply chains"--Provided by publisher.
How to Tune and Modify Engine Management Systems
Mergent Bond Record
Essays and Reflections on John Ford's Classic Western
A corpus-driven approach
A Student Guide to Complete Coverage of AutoCAD's Commands and Features
Cesuras in talk-in-interaction

Draw command concepts. Selection sets. Helpful commands. Basic drawing setup. Draw
command I. Modify command I.
Contemporary Catholic Health Care Ethics, Second Edition, integrates theology,
methodology, and practical application into a detailed and practical examination of the
bioethical issues that confront students, scholars, and practitioners. Noted bioethicists Gerard
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Magill, Henk ten Have, and David F. Kelly contribute diverse backgrounds and experience
that inform the richness of new material covered in this second edition. The book is organized
into three sections: theology (basic issues underlying Catholic thought), methodology (how
Catholic theology approaches moral issues, including birth control), and applications to
current issues. New chapters discuss controversial end-of-life issues such as forgoing
treatment, killing versus allowing patients to die, ways to handle decisions for incompetent
patients, advance directives, and physician-assisted suicide. Unlike anthologies, the coherent
text offers a consistent method in order to provide students, scholars, and practitioners with
an understanding of ethical dilemmas as well as concrete examples to assist in the difficult
decisions they must make on an everyday basis.
This is a comprehensive introduction to post-classical American film. Covering American
cinema since 1960, the text looks at both Hollywood and non-mainstream cinema.
Mustang 1979-2004 Buyer's Guide
Easy Microsoft Money 2004
Trans New Wave Cinema
Moody's Bond Survey
The last Shelby Cobra
The Complete Book of the World Rally Championship
For 30 years some of the most talented and bravest drivers have
battled across the continents of the world to claim what is
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arguably motorsport's toughest prize: the World Rally
Championship. Now a multi-million dollar, global technology
battle and terrestrial television phenomenon played out over the
frozen wastes of Finland, the dusty plains of Australia and the
sun-kissed mountain roads of Corsica, the WRC has reached its
30th birthday. This book celebrates that important milestone and
paints an exhaustively detailed picture of the people and
personalities who have shaped this great sport. The Complete
Book of the World Rally Champions provides a biographical
account of the 65 men who have won at least one World
Championship Rally since 1973. The biographies are compiled by
the sport's leading writers and historians and complemented by
stunning photography. The book includes a detailed and accurate
statistical career record of each driver, plus highlights of all
the significant cars.
This book brings together international scientists who focus on
present-day and fossil cephalopods, ranging broadly from
Paleozoic ammonoids to today's octopods. It covers systematics
and evolution; hard- and soft part morphology; and ecology,
biogeography, and taphonomy. The book also includes new evidence
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for the existence of an ink sac in fossil ammonoids and features
the first record of an in-depth study of octopus ecology in
Alaska.
Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes examines how historical
archetypes in violent narratives on the Mexican American
frontier have resulted in political discourse that feeds back
into real violence. The drug battles, outlaw culture, and
violence that permeate the U.S.-Mexican frontier serve as
scenery and motivation for a wide swath of North American
culture. In this innovative study, Rafael Acosta Morales ties
the pride that many communities felt for heroic tales of
banditry and rebels to the darker repercussions of the violence
inflicted by the representatives of the law or the state.
Narratives on bandits, cowboys, and desperadoes promise
redistribution, regeneration, and community, but they often
bring about the very opposite of those goals. This paradox is at
the heart of Acosta Morales’s book. Drug Lords, Cowboys, and
Desperadoes examines the relationship between affect, narrative,
and violence surrounding three historical archetypes—social
bandits (often associated with the drug trade), cowboys, and
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desperadoes—and how these narratives create affective loops that
recreate violent structures in the Mexican American frontier.
Acosta Morales analyzes narrative in literary, cinematic, and
musical form, examining works by Américo Paredes, Luis G.
Inclán, Clint Eastwood, Rolando Hinojosa, Yuri Herrera, and
Cormac McCarthy. The book focuses on how narratives of Mexican
social banditry become incorporated into the social order that
bandits rose against and how representations of violence in the
U.S. weaponize narratives of trauma in order to justify and
expand the violence that cowboys commit. Finally, it explains
the usage of universality under the law as a means of
criminalizing minorities by reading the stories of Mexican
American men who were turned into desperadoes by the criminal
law system. Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes demonstrates
how these stories led to recreated violence and criminalization
of minorities, a conversation especially important during this
time of recognizing social inequality and social injustices. The
book is part of a growing body of scholarship that applies
theoretical approaches to borderlands studies, and it will be of
interest to students and scholars in American and Mexican
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history and literature, border studies, literary criticism,
cultural criticism, and related fields.
Elgar Companion to Sustainable Cities
An Advanced Resource Book for Students
Nominations to the Federal Communications Commission,
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Federal Maritime
Commission, and Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation
A Functional-typological Approach
Resilience Reset
AutoCAD 2004 Instructor
This book deals with the water policy and management in Canada. It discusses
various problems and risks in the fresh and drinking water supply in the second
largest country in the world. Mohammed Dore argues that water is underpriced and
used wastefully in Canada. In selected case studies, he illustrates the major threats
from human activity to Canadian freshwaters and drinking water resources, including
manufacturing, mining, oil sands production, animal farming and agricultural use.
Selected case studies include reviews of even dramatic incidences, e.g. the
Walkerton tragedy of 2000, when 7 people were killed and 200 went onto permanent
dialysis treatment because of water contamination with harmful pathogens. The book
warns that wastewater treatment standards are often not sufficient, so that many
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drinking water resources are in peril of wastewater contamination. As most of the
water resources are provincial responsibility, the book discusses the water
management policies in the different provinces separately. Through a detailed
discussion and statistical analyses, it can define water policy and management
lessons that emerge from the investigated case studies. It ends by contrasting water
policy and practice in Canada with the practice in some European countries.
Routledge Applied Linguistics is a series of comprehensive textbooks, providing
students and researchers with the support they need for advanced study in the core
areas of English language and applied linguistics. Each book in the series guides
readers through three main sections, enabling them to explore and develop major
themes within the discipline. Section A: Introduction, establishes the key terms and
concepts and extends readers’ techniques of analysis through practical application.
Section B: Extension, brings together influential articles, sets them in context, and
discusses their contribution to the field. Section C: Exploration, builds on knowledge
gained in the first two sections, setting thoughtful tasks around further illustrative
material. This enables readers to engage more actively with the subject matter and
encourages them to develop their own research responses. Throughout the book,
topics are revisited, extended, interwoven and deconstructed, with the reader’s
understanding strengthened by tasks and follow-up questions. Pragmatics: provides
a broad view of pragmatics from a range of perspectives, gathering readings from
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key names in the discipline, including Geoffrey Leech, Michael McCarthy, Thomas
Kohnen, Joan Manes and Nessa Wolfson covers a wide variety of topics, including
speech acts, pragmatic markers, implicature, research methods in pragmatics,
facework and politeness, and prosody examines the social and cultural contexts in
which pragmatics occurs, such as in cross-cultural pragmatics (silence, indirectness,
forms of address, cultural scripts) and pragmatics and power (the courtroom, police
interaction, political interviews and doctor-patient communication) uses a wide range
of corpora to provide both illustrative examples and exploratory tasks is supported
by a companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/archer featuring extra activities
and additional data for analysis, guidance on undertaking corpus analysis and
research, including how to create your own corpus with CMC, and suggestions for
further reading. Written by experienced teachers and researchers in the field,
Pragmatics provides an essential resource for students and researchers of applied
linguistics.
Intonation units have been notoriously difficult to identify in natural talk. Problems
include fuzzy boundaries, lack of exhaustivity, and the potential circularity involved
when studying their interface with other language-organizational dimensions. This
volume advocates a way to resolve such problems: the ‘cesura’ approach. Cesuras,
or breaks in the flow of talk, are created by discontinuities in the prosodic-phonetic
parameters of speech that cluster to various extents at certain points in time. Using
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conversation-analytic and interactional-linguistic methodology, the volume identifies
the parameters creating cesuras in talk-in-interaction and proposes ways to notate
them depending on the researcher’s goal. It also offers a way to study the role of
cesuras at the prosody-syntax interface non-circularly, which leads to new insights
concerning language variation and change. The volume will thus be of major import
to anyone working with natural spoken language, its chunks, its various dimensions,
and its variation and change.
ICC 2004
Autocar
Computational and Information Science
2004 IEEE International Conference on Communications
Problems and Possible Solutions
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether itʼs practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Pragmatics
The Cohesive Function of Prosody in Ekegusii (Kisii) Narratives
Strategies, Methods and Outlook
Creating Resilient Cities in the Global South
Farm and Home News
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